work with a professional gardener. I think it is almost impossible to make him realize the dual purpose of occupational gardening. In my opinion first and foremost by a long way comes the benefit to the patients, and while one wants to raise the best possible crops this must always be of secondary importance. I would always risk the sacrifice of a crop if it gave a good chance of materially helping the patients. But your professional gardener can never, never do this. It is contrary to all his instincts and experience. For him, the crop is of paramount importance, and nothing must be allowed to threaten it. He will try to prevent the patients sowing the seeds themselves, applying fertilizers or harvesting the crops in case they " make a mess of it ". If a,piece of ground is to be dug over, his one aim will be to get the work completed as quickly as possible, regardless of its effects on the men. If a patient is obviously ill, his reaction will always be that a man in such a condition ought not to be sent out, as he will be fit for nothing and only be a nuisance. The situation here is aggravated by the fact that everything sent in from the garden is debited against the outlay on seeds, fertilizers, etc., and very naturally our gardener is anxious to show a profit financially and cannot understand that there is another balance sheet to be taken into account?the help given to the patients. 
